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The first site we visited was the Sudokwon Landfill. My original impression of a 
landfill site is a place full of garbage and smell. Yet, the largest landfill site in the 
world-Sudokwon has changed it into an environmental attraction. After briefed on the 
site’s background, we had an on-site visit. The first landfill had already been 
completed and it has been changed to a DreamPark in which people can play golf and 
do other recreational activities. We were told that the landfill site is composed of 7 
layers. I was impressed by the transformation of a garbage site into an 
environmentally-friendly entertainment site. And the second landfill is still 
under-construction as it remains one layer to be built. Through biological and 
chemical process, the collected waste can be turned into a cultural attraction. I got 
more idea on how waste can be reused after visiting this site. 
 

 
The next site we have visited was the Shiwa-Lake Tidal Power Plant. I felt glad that 
we can go down to the working site under the water to see how tidal power generation 
works. As Hong Kong does not have any tidal power plant, I knew more about the 
working principle of tidal power generation after visiting this site. For instance, the 
engineers will perform maintenance on the equipment under the water by flushing out 
the water through a special tube first. Moreover, we have visited the culture pavilion 
which host different interactive games about environmental issues like how water can 
flow to an apartment and how we can get fire. Last but not least, we went to the Moon 
tower. It is a site in which we could walk through a transparent glass. It was so 
impressive to see the road connecting the power plant and the Seoul city area.  



 

 
The next day, we visited the Mapo Resource Recovery Facility. Waste is a global 
problem. It may lead to global warming, overload of landfill etc. At this stage, Korea 
is renowned for its food waste policy. This recovery plant can turn waste to 520,000 
Gcal of energy per year while the annual energy usage at a home is only 9Gcal. We 
can see that this is a stunning number. The tour guide has introduced the recycle 
process from the incinerator to the police filter. This was also fun to play some recycle 
games in this visit. 

          
After visiting the Mapo resource recovery plant, we went to the Green LH which is a 
site designed to promote the Green Growth policy and NewPlus House. We attended a 
talk in which the staff there introduced the Zero Carbon House project to us. It is good 



to keep track of and know more about the environmental policy in Korea. The most 
interesting part was visiting the smart home. They showed the design of a building 
that can withstand the earthquake and also a home which can save space. Lastly, we 
learnt the recycle process of food waste through the introduction of the food waste 
machine. 

  
Sihwa Lake Tidal Power Station is the world’s largest tidal power installation and its 
construction was completed in 2011. Tidal power is considered as one of the 
renewable energy sources as tide originated from the gravitational interaction between 
the Moon, the Sun and also the Earth’s rotation. The energy we gained is due to the 
water flow. The seawater is stored in a tidal embankment at the river’s mouth. When 
there is a difference of the sea level between the outside and inside of the 
embankment, the turbines and generators produce power. As the power is generated 
from the renewable source, it can reduce CO2 emission of 315,000 ton per year. 
Besides tidal power, I learnt more about the food waste system through visiting the 
Green LH. Korea has the food waste policy that citizens are charged according the 
weight of their food waste produced. For the Green LH, the residents living in their 
buildings will not be charged of their waste as the residents they are mainly the 
underprivileged in Korea. Green LH has developed a machine to handle the food 
waste for their residents. People have to use their ID card to put their food waste 
inside a small box in the machine. The machine will heat up the waste and let it 
ferment inside. The product can be used as the fertilizer which is odorless. The pro of 
applying this technology in Hong Kong is that it can definitely reduce the food waste 
in Hong Kong as it is a chargeable policy. People will tend to produce less waste and 
the overload problem of Hong Kong landfill will probably be loosened. The profit 
generated from the food waste charge can also be used for environmental protection. 
Although this technology can build up a greener Hong Kong, finding enough space to 
hold these machines is a problem. As there are lots of buildings in Hong Kong, it is 



hard to build it in every residential area.  

 
Overall, this trip has triggered me to become more innovative in energy solutions 
through visiting different fields and absorbing the green atmosphere in Korea. For 
instance, I expected that the landfill site would be smelly. Yet, the Sudokwon landfill 
site was changed to a DreamPark in which we can play golf on it. It is amazing to see 
a site combining the education to public and eco-friendly environment. That is, the 
serious waste problem in Hong Kong should change as well. 


